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OUTLINE OF A PROPOSAL TO REFORM THE INSTITUTIONAL ARCHITECTURE OF
MONEY, SAVINGS, AND CREDIT TO REACH A FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
Paolo Savona 1
1. The problem. Economic growth sustainability is a concept borrowed from the
ecologists who consider having sustainable growth a biological system that
preserves indefinitely its natural features. The dream of the economists is to have
an economic system which supports indefinitely a sustainable level of growth; they
have different views on how to reach this goal: some of them think that a free
market is the natural vehicle; others see this task be performed by the State
intervention. Stable conditions are a central feature of sustainability: the free
marketers (mainly monetarists) consider that instability comes from money and
finance markets and they suggest to fix monetary rules and give financial freedom;
the interventionists (mainly keynesians) consider the real sector be intrinsically
unstable, and this requires public controls, spending, taxation, and debt2.
The concept of sustainability has been extended to finance; most economists refer
to a system of public control of market behaviors, but they are divided on a different
approach to freedom; some ask for pervasive rules, others for simple surveillance.
Recent history testifies that the rules can be bypassed by financial innovations, and
surveillance cannot control the “irrational exuberance” of the operators. The
obvious references are the crisis of subprime credits and the well-known definition
that Alan Greenspan, the former Chairman of the Fed Board gave of it. If
sustainability is a dream for real growth, it is an illusion for financial processes. The
analysis of Charles Kindleberger gave historical support to the idea that we cannot
have finance sustainability due to the psychological behaviors of market operators3;
Hyman Minsky shared this view, but he gives more importance to the institutional
framework4.
A general view of the sustainability problem is that such a system requires tree legs:
environmental, economic and social. People usually refer to the conclusions of the
UN World Commission on Environment and Development, known as Brundtland
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Report from the name of the chairman, which states the goals to be achieved for
human prosperity, peace, partnership, and the protection of the Planet5.
The scope of this paper is not to analyze either the history of the sustainability
concept or the possibility of reaching such a system - already and extensively
analyzed6 - but to examine the complications raised by technical innovations in the
financial field (fintech). The conclusion of this enquire is that today the possibility of
implementing better conditions of monetary and financial sustainability exists as
long as Governments decide to reform the institutional architectures of the current
system.
The first paragraph is a description of the logic of sustainability and the problem of
its application to monetary and financial institutions. The second gives a short
description of how money, savings, and credit markets currently work. The third
shows the macroeconomic impact of reciprocal interference between these three
markets. The first three paragraphs are a typical lecture for university students; the
fourth puts forward a policy proposal of an institutional reforms for improving the
working of monetary and financial market and their sustainability making use of
modern technologies (blockchain, cryptocurrency, and algorithms).
2. The current working of the monetary and financial markets. To understand the
relevant features of the current working of the monetary and financial markets, we
need to know how money is created and used; how financial savings are managed;
and how risks to give credit and to subscribe risk capital are assessed.
At present the money mechanism is based on the supply of high powered money by
a State organization (usually a central bank), which creates bank deposits – a typical
fiduciary money – through a multiplier process induced by the interaction between
credit and the payments systems. The demand for money meets the transaction and
speculative needs of market operators. Being a numeraire, money should have a
stable value, not only from the point of view of prices (inflation), but also from that
of instability (mainly, risk of reimbursement). Banks use deposits as a source for
giving credit mismatching the maturities; if they made mistakes in estimating the
rating, deposits cannot be totally or partially reimbursed. Hyman Minsky rightly
wrote that money is “servant of two masters”: stability and growth.
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To protect bank deposits the States created some different forms of guarantee
schemes; also, they intervene directly as lender of last resort or as banking crises
resolution agents. Banks charge a fee for managing payments; on principle, current
account deposits should not pay interests to enforce an opportunity costs to hold
money instead of financial assets. However, banks very often do so, mixing money
and savings, creating risks and time lags in the transmission mechanism of monetary
policy decisions7.
Holding savings meets different instances to hold money. Economists are divided in
interpreting the propensity to save: some (the neo-classicist or marginalists8) believe
that savings is induced by interest rates offered by intermediaries (this is why
money should not bear interests); others deem it is residual once satisfied the
demand for consumptions (the keynesians 9); some others think that people have a
long-term plan of expenditures in accordance with their life cycle (the Franco
Modigliani hypothesis10).
At present the management of savings is split between various types of financial
intermediaries; pension funds are the most significant part of them and an
important support for economic growth and social stability. The links between
managers of savings and credit bankers are legally allowed (even formally
controlled), involving the two functions in conglomerate strategies with different
goals. At present the choices to invest savings are based on a mix of subjective and
objective assessments. Despite the presence of control (or supervisory) authorities,
mismanagements and abuses are always possible mainly if plots or manias create
“bubbles”. When necessary, to protect real growth sustainability the authorities
decide the “euthanasia of savings”, i.e. the sacrifice of their yields, as happened in
the recent crisis11. Usually the intermediaries of savings require a management fee
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independent from the benefits obtained by the savers, weakening their sense of
responsibility.
In the past the credit system was divided between commercial banks, universal
banks and the direct market (mainly stock exchanges). The first were involved in
short-term or “commercial” credit; regulations give a legitimacy to the use of their
deposits at risk being this credit self-liquidating. The second granted medium or
long-term credit for many purposes, such as to buy a house or finance productive
investments, which require the use of savings at different maturities and risks. The
third directly finances public and private investments, collecting savings on the
primary section of the market, and guaranteeing their liquidity (not the
reimbursement) on the secondary or transaction market. Currently the bank credit
system is subject to an ex-ante internal or external (by rating agencies) risk
assessment of the borrowers (i.e. their capacity to reimburse debt), and by public
authority surveillance. Financial markets (long-term debt and risk capital) are
subject to an ex-ante control on the legitimacy of the offer and to ex-post
surveillance by stock exchange authorities.
The assessment of the “merit of credit” (creditworthiness or rating) is central to the
activity of savings intermediaries, being judges of the skills of managers combining
labor and capital and testing market behaviors12. They should distinguish good from
bad entrepreneurs as a necessary condition for an efficient functioning of the entire
market, . i.e. to avoid that good entrepreneurs be expelled by bads as the Gresham
Law for money.
The situation is such that the interaction among money, savings and credit creates
risks from different perspectives in the monetary and financial markets, far from
guaranteeing the possibility of a financial sustainability. From one side or another of
these markets – mainly from a “run of deposits” –a crisis periodically starts,
determining real instability and forcing policy decisions that influence market
behaviors. Despite the knowledge of better policy instruments learning from
experiences and theories, sometimes policy choices are not effective and contribute
also to instability (as in the case of the decision to declare the insolvency of the
Lehman Bros in 2008).
The situation has been complicated by monetary and financial innovations. After
WWII the international money and credit markets developed the Eurodollars (i.e.
an interest. This policy has been implemented with the so-called Quantitative Easing of money
creation by the Fed and other central banks during the recent crisis.
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Dollars created in Europe) and later the Xenodollars (i.e. foreing created Dollars);
this aimed first at meeting the shortage of American Dollars that was implicit in the
1944 Bretton Woods Agreement (the so called “Triffin Paradox”13); then, as an
autonomous international bank business, in 1971 brought to an end of the western
monetary system14. The Dollar becomes a fiat money, i.e. accepted spontaneously
on a fiduciary base. The Eurodollars have been one of the relevant monetary and
financial innovations based on the use of the above described traditional multiplier
mechanism.
During the last two decades of the XX century the market developed derivatives
contracts to better manage market risks; however, their transformation in
autonomous speculative business, besides the purpose of giving a better
distribution of risks to the real sector, led at the beginning of the XXI century to the
burst of a crisis similar to the 1929 Great Depression15. The result was a deep
change of monetary policy in term of quantities and rates. Derivatives have been a
significant innovation in money and financial traditional markets behavior, creating
the first big business that was collateral to the real sector, usually considered as its
“financialization”.
In 2008 an unknown author developed a mathematical protocol applied to
computers, called Blockchain, and launched the bitcoins, a telematic currency or
cryptocurrency (currency encrypted)16. This new financial instrument has behaved
like money since 2016; it could benefit from security, transparency and
independence from the authorities, then it changed form becoming a speculative
asset. The real revolution is not in its telematic nature, which has been known in
different form for many decades (credit cards, bank remittances etc.), but in the
13
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mathematical protocol, which is from the time being protected by hackers’ attacks
and public inspections.
A similar revolution started in the savings and credit markets using the tools
developed by artificial intelligence. The methods, called algorithm, benefit from the
computer capacity to manage a huge amount of data (the big data) collected and
sold by service firm; data are treated through techniques that are mainly elaborated
following a logical approach based on Swarm Intelligence, Neural Network and
Biological Evolution. The theorists have counted seven different possible use of
mathematical logic to calculate algos (algorithmics)17. It is a deep change in the logic
of scientific research, from the deductive method back to the old inductive method,
but with a new scientific basis different from the old individual judgements and
intuitions. The inductive approach does not explain as the deductive one does the
reasons why behaviors determine a result; it says only what this result will be, free
from the assumption theories (if ..., then …), but linked to one or more of the
abovementioned logical approaches.
3. The impact of the institutional interferences among money, savings and finance
markets. The risk created by using money to give credit raises serious problems to
financial stability that neither the supervisory authorities nor the deposit guarantee
schemes are in condition to prevent and cover. The blockchain can instead do that if
it is used to serve the payments system. Anyhow the private creation of
cryptocurrency expropriates the monetary sovereignty of the States, ripping off the
seignorage; but this is only a minor effect since the real problem is that private
operators do not have the capacity to control quantity of money, interest rates and
inflation becoming a source of potential crisis which goes against financial
sustainability. Furthermore, cryptocurrencies are in the hands of a few large market
operators and this adds constraints to global competition, determining a significant
impact on the efficient use of real resources, their expropriation by owners of
finance and a reduction of the ability of democracy to influence the distribution of
wealth and income, neutralizing this effects of economic policies.
The main source of financial instability derives from the rating of the merit of credit
followed by banks either for the methodology that is used and the collusions
between borrowers and lenders. The use of financial indicators determines weak
and insufficient results if they are not accompanied by estimates of market
developments. The information on the borrowers’ balance sheets are usually not up
to date and the parameters reflect the dynamics of the past. The ability of a lender –
which justifies the request of a fee – is to combine the information to forecast what
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would happen with the credit given. Such a behavior legitimates moral hazard in
bearing risks, generating wrong or even criminal choices in giving credit.
The application of artificial intelligence methods to obtain algorithms cannot avoid
mistakes in giving credit, but it provides an objective basis to evaluate the
creditworthiness in making choices. The same method is applied to manage savings,
guaranteeing similar results and preventing collusions between managers of savings
and bankers, that is another source of social unfairness and financial instability.
The tentative of authorities to guarantee financial protection and sustainability is
entrusted by fixing rules to operators and controlling their compliance. This
approach creates heaviness and sometime inefficiency in managing money, savings,
and credit without reaching the purpose.
4. Conclusions and the proposed reforms of the money, savings and credit
institutional framework. In the last decade money, savings and credit markets
suffered from deep changes both de facto and legally:

money – once lost its physical nature (gold or paper endowed of legal tender)
– is mainly a bank deposit, guaranteed by law although exposed to risks of
reimbursement of credit that it finances; now it is a computer bit (cryptocurrencies
such as Bitcoins) no more charged by the risk of credit, but by other types of risks;

savings is collected by banks and many other financial intermediaries; its
current management is based on a mix of subjective (the judgement or managers)
and objective (mathematical indicators) decisions. They have not sufficient
protection either at legal or market levels for objective and ideological reasons;

credit and other forms of financing are given on the basis of rating indicators,
that are calculated on the same mix of objective and subjective criteria as the
management of savings. They are exposed to a growing pro-cyclical behavior for
market and political reasons. Derivative contracts developed without the possibility
of a solid assessment of their market values18.
The result is that finance transformed itself from a “handmaids of development” to
a “sources of risks”. The financial sustainability became a chimera.
Money and financial authorities believe that it is possible to go back to the past
conditions, considered as “normal”. The financial innovations changed economic
and political scenarios, creating the need of a different institutional architecture.
With the private diffusion of cryptocurrencies the creation of money would be
provided for by market operators, which do not guarantee the control of prices and
the security of its use, that are two of its fundamental functions performed by
authorities. Private operators are creating cryptocurrencies using blockchain
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techniques. The States should defend their monetary sovereignty, becoming
responsible only to prevent the hackerage of the system and to cover the cost of
possible damages to money holders. If this reform would be implemented, the
deposit guarantee schemes at national or European level would be no more
necessary. Extended to world level this mechanism can help to solve the
international monetary conundrum of the double use of a national currency,
finalizing the working of the IMF Special Drawing Rights.
Not only money, but also savings management should be secluded by credit activity,
to follow autonomous and objective criteria permitted by algorithms based on
artificial intelligence methods, and recorded on blockchain to guarantee safety and
transparency. Such a system can guarantee also equity if granted on the basis of
success fees instead of fixed commissions as to-day.
The same should be applied for granting credit and subscribing risk capital not only
by assessing a better merit of credit, but also avoiding moral hazard behaviors. This
activity gets resources from savings no more from money, undertaking a full
responsibility of the risks through its own capital, giving all information to savers or
managers of savings about the risks taken.
The management of savings and credit should be controlled only by one public
agency to assure that the risks taken are based on the abovementioned objective
criteria (algos plus own capital), without the need of a public guarantees scheme of
reimbursement.
The conclusion is that in the XXI century the financial sustainability comes from an
institutional framework where the payment system, the savings management and
the assessment of bank and market credit risks behave autonomously; public and
private responsibilities are exactly domiciled; decisions would be based on modern
methods developed by artificial intelligence; and, the costs of financial crises on
savers and tax payers reduced.
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